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Cossacks: The Art of War – continues the history of the great battles of XVII–XVIII centuries, and introduces five new
campaigns, two nations, some new units and much more.
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I have been using PlayClaw 4 and 5 for a while now. PlayClaw 5 contains many options for recording video and audio, such as
video and audio codecs, resolution options, audio channels, webcam support, streaming support, and useful overlays.

I used to really like using this software for recording games for my YouTube channel, but the software started to screw up my
recordings. For some reason now, PlayClaw 5 will cause the audio to become out of sync throughout the recordings, which
becomes a major pain to fix. I am not the only person who has this problem, and the developers tell users to use their "Fast
Codec" to work around this issue, but this codec is not very good.

I would recommend using this software if they would fix the syncing issue, but I would strongly recommend Dxtory, which is a
much better recording software with more options.. A very fun, interactive storybook game! I was very pleasently surprised with
this game; it's different. It's a game, but it's a game you read. I also love the vivid descriptions the author uses, and the world in
the book changes to your name, gender, orientation, and choices.
The mythology is so interesting as well, and it ties into the mystery of "Who Killed the Wolf God" like a silk ribbon. As you
delve further and further into your quest, you find some very eye opening plot twists and unlikely friends and foes. It kept me
really on edge, eondering what was going to happen next and who was going to help or hinder me.

5\/5 Stars. Highly recommend!!!. The character building is unlike anything I've experienced before.
Their mannerisms and personality is brought to life in such realistic ways,
verbal voice tones, spine chilling music and great English writing,
you feel for every character introduced.
You hate the bad and love the good in these people,
This game goes out of it's way to paint a complete sensorial picture.
It's a masterpiece that tries to stay grounded by realism!
I wish I knew about this sooner in my life.
. Puzzle-platforming, existentialism, and erotica all in a neat package!

Short and sweet, with a great balance of puzzling and platforming. Stages are intuitively designed, and will often lead the player
toward the solution. The timing and dexterity required for some of the platforming can get pretty tight, and complements the
difficulty curve well.

How one choose's to spend their points probably says a lot about them.... Thumbs up! Community servers work well and are
more stable than official ones. It is like conan and ark but in wild west. Good graphics. i recommend!. YOU ARE HUGE.
Absolutely terrible. Some of the addons get bad reviews simply because they are hyper realistic but this one is genuinely
horrible. The graphics are marginal, the sound is non existant, the flight model has a built in autopilot that is ALWAYS turning
on and taking over, and this stinking pile of *insert explative of choice here* costs over $30.
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Also, this download set off my NORTON anti virus. No joke, this is actually some sort of Malware.. Its like your driving on
ice.. ive played some bad racing games. Well this one tops it off. omg horrible.Did a 6 year old code this overnight?With his
mom?
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So i got a 90% discount on this and just saw the reviews with "Very positive" so i was just like "Sure",and as soon as i started
playing i regreted my decision, it had obnoxious dubstep music which can be turned off but you are left with NOTHING, the
game is hard only because the controls are absolute garbage,i went back to look at the reviews for this game and im preety sure
they are alternate accounts from the developer,you can see that they all have the smae typos they all mistake the stars for coins
and etc...
Overall the game is complete garbage and the developer is even worst for writing fake reviews.. Horror is at its best on VR and i
had a bloody great experiance in The Visitor. The ride only lasts about 5 minets but it's well paced and packed with stimulation
that keeps you on edge. The creator has crafted the perfect cocktail of spookyness that doesnt disapoint come the end. :D 5/5.
So, you're looking at this game, huh? Guess you're looking for a review, eh?
Look no further!

I won't lie, the game is short. It has multiple endings. I likes it a lot! And I am not usually a fan of short games. Crankage really
outdid themselves with this one. The humor is crude, the landscapes are beautiful and the dialogue is nothing short of fantastic!

(Not spoiling anything here) Finally, do yourself a favor if you pick this game up: Read the tombstones. You won't regret it!.
Pros: Lets you know if your rig is ready for VR or not.

Cons: No steam achievements

. alright so i wanted to love this game because its really fun but its plagued with issues.

pros: graphically beautiful, weapons are pretty good, love the throwing blade. enemies are really cool !! i liked the goat with the
staff reminded me of god of war ! i like the counter sytem alot.

cons: not enough weapons(only three to choose from) and each have thier flaws. the sword is nice medium range but its clunky
ands the hit detections is very offand if you swing randomly it gets glitchy, also the super aim is very off when you swing the cut
swipes at the enenmies ( i could aim at the heads and they would go at the legs. the guns are good long range but are very one
sided, need different ammo types in stead of super. the throwing blade is probably the best weopon in the game, hit detection is
way better and more satisfying than the sword. super is alot better than the other weapons too.

also like to point out that the hits dont feel real, or satisfying and i bet most people are going to be forgetting about the counter
sytem and flailing the sword around aimlesly, which will get you killed. the game almost makes you use the counter system,
because if you dont no matter how many times you swipe your weapon or shoot your gun the dogs or whatever will kill yuou
before you have the chance to think.

i would give this game a thumbs up but the game crashed twice for me and when i reach certain areas during 1 v 1 fights i have
spots where i get the steamm loading screen whgich is a dealbreaker !

6\/10 in its current state , i hope they bring in some patches because it seems like the developer is hand on with the community!
i did get a refund but i will purchase again if the bugs get fixed ! enjoy playign everyone hope you dontr have the saem bugs as i
did. Verry good, but the autogates don't work :( I have autogates installed. Spy is broken, but everything else is nice.. If you
throw a boomerang underwater, it functions just as if it were above sea level

If you shoot a grenade launcher, the projectile flops down in the water like a sad limp\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

???

totally unplayable, 0\/10. Bear in mind that this is a relative reccomendation... (I understand i dont have much time in this game.
but since i bought it life happened)

Its a real simulator (or at least as close as they could get without overcomplicating). That alone should give you some indication
of how much enjoyment you will get out of it. If you like simulators then we are off to a good start.

This is in no way a graphically gorgeous game its a simple interface with symbols and lines representing different things. on the
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map. And text that gives you info you need to know as sidebars. If you are okay with that, then thats another check on your
checklist.

The UI is both simple and complicated. It provides you with what you need but at the same time that can seem daunting. You
have a decent amount of info in front of you. The way you interact with the game is through clicking on aircraft and giving
commands through a simple interface. I do however recommend getting to know some of the hotkeys (found in the manual)
Which leads me to the next point.

This is not a game you will just be able to sit down and play like a pro straight away. You will crash aircraft. You will Pull
your hair out at points wondering, shouting "what do i do? What is going on?". This game has a steep learning curve.
It does provide a tutorial, or rather tutorials. But they will still leave you with questions. But my dear ATC prospects
there is a tip i can provide you...

Get the manual and print it off (its not too big). Have it next to you for a few games and refer to it often until you feel
comfortable. And unless you are fast with a mouse, hotkeys are your friends.

With all that said, would i recommend this game to anyone? Simple answer is no. Thats a no to anyone who just does
not have the patience for micromanaging a lot of things at once. A no to anyone with little or no interest in aviation and
ATC.

This is one of those simulators that was not built with the casual gamer in mind (even though it can try to pass itself off
like that at times)

If however you are interested in aviation and ATC or you are someone who likes (serious) simulators. I would
recommend it. It is definitely a niche game. But can be very satisfying.

My own personal let down was a lack of being able to verbally command aircraft. Other than that i enjoyed what i
played so far.

The best point that can be made for this game, from my own experience looking for an ATC sim in the past, is this is a
bargain for someone who may be an enthusiast. But has no need to buy a three figure sum simulator (that was a
mouthful. Try saying that after a few drinks) meant for people who know thats the career they wish to follow and need
in depth training.
That is not to say this game is shallow. rather it just means that it provides an enjoyable ATC experience without
bogging you down too much.

I hope this helps anyone out there. And if you are looking at this at all something about this must have piqued your
interest.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=6Xxa3TR7mXc

We would consider this game in the puzzle genre with an element of horror even though we have yet to get a decent jumpscare.
We tried to include a little walkthrough for the first part of the game as we had some trouble finding our way around. Watch out
for rampant boxes and pillows as you make your way through this spooky mansion owned by your dear uncle (we're not really
sure but we like the premise). Enjoy ! 7 out of 10!

- Big Fams Gaming
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